allow couples to hire a surrogate to carry their child? The rapid evolution of an expansive market system brings w ith it questions about the appro priate parameters of such a structure. O ught we restrict markets? In her new book Why Some Things Should Not Be fo r Sale, Debra Satz considers the ethical limitations of markets, and she looks closely at potential intuitive defenses of the sale of controversial products such as child labor, organs, reproductive services, and more.1
At the heart of Satz's book is a critique of both contemporary econo mists and egalitarian political philosophers. Labeling them heterogeneous and unequal, Satz argues that markets should be treated asymmetrically.1 2 A market in life-saving medicines differs from a market in bananas, and therefore they should not be treated alike. While contemporary econo mists tend to evaluate exchanges based only on efficiency, Satz considers the social context of individual practices and preferences. Satz also criti- cizes the egalitarian argum ent that all problems in the market system can be solved through a redistribution of wealth.3 Many egalitarians reject market restrictions because they believe targeted action is less efficient than redistribution and limitations on free choice are affronts to personal liberty. Specifically, Satz finds philosopher Ronald Dworkin's hypothetical ideal market, wherein each citizen is given equal purchasing pow er and then "bids" on the resources s /h e prefers, is inadequate w hen dealing with persons of disability, female caregivers, and individuals who make risky choices.4 In each of these cases, she argues that even under perfectly egali tarian circumstances the market can still produce systematic inequalities.
For Satz, a market is noxious w hen it creates or perpetuates in equalities between citizens.5 Satz identifies four characteristics that quali fy a market as noxious: vulnerability, weak agency, extremely harm ful out comes for individuals, and extremely harmful outcomes for society.6 She uses these guidelines to demonstrate how markets in w om en's reproduc tive labor, w omen's sexual labor, child labor, voluntary slavery, and hum an kidneys are noxious and require regulation.7 Her treatment of each market varies, but in each case Satz works to dissect our intuitions that these m ar kets are unacceptable. Many times she argues that our negative reactions are not a result of any essential feature of such markets;8 rather, they are unethical because of the social circumstances in which they operate. For example, in chapter five, Satz approaches the market in women's repro ductive labor from a feminist perspective. As elsewhere, she argues for the asymmetry thesis, the view that markets in reproductive labor may be different from other markets.9 Satz claims that w omen's reproductive la bor is not an intrinsically different form of m anual labor, and yet the social interested in contemporary political philosophy will find Satz's book help ful in responding to a libertarian approach to the market system, and pro ponents of free market capitalism will be confronted w ith challenging argu ments supporting the view that not everything should be commodified. V
